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          Product:

pdftron-react-native

Product Version:

Legacy UI

Please give a brief summary of your issue:

We would like to know possibility of  creating a new  custom annotation with custom appearance and custom events like on-tap logic for the aforementioned custom annotation .

If creating custom annotation is not possible, Is it possible to add custom appearance for the existing  StickyAnnotation  ?

Please let us know your thoughts on the same

Please describe your issue and provide steps to reproduce it:

(The more descriptive your answer, the faster we are able to help you)

Please provide a link to a minimal sample where the issue is reproducible:
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          Hello, I’m Ron, an automated tech support bot [image: :robot:]

While you wait for one of our customer support representatives to get back to you, please check out some of these documentation pages:
Guides:	Add a stamp annotation to a PDF on Cross-Platform (Core) - About Stamper
	Add a rectangle annotation to a PDF on Cross-Platform (Core)
	Create new form fields and widget annotations on Cross-Platform (Core) - About creating form fields
	Code samples to add annotations to PDFs on Cross-Platform (Core)

APIs:	Enum Widget.HighlightingMode
	Class RefreshOptions - GetRefreshExisting()
	Class SignatureWidget - Create(PDFDoc, Rect)

Forums:	UI and functionality customisation
	How to open Non-PDF document without converting to PDF in iOS?
	Is it possible to stream word document to pdf from s3 on aws linux mode 14 lambda
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          Hi,

Thanks for contacting us. Currently the PDFTron React Native API does not support creating custom annotations. For annotation events, we have onAnnotationSelected which gets called when a user taps on an annotation: https://github.com/PDFTron/pdftron-react-native/blob/master/API.md#onannotationsselected

Could you describe in detail what you would like to do with the custom appearance and on-tap logic? What is the use case at a high level?
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